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C is a favored and widely used programming language, particularly within the
fields of science and engineering. C Programming for Scientists and Engineers
with Applications guides readers through the fundamental, as well as the
advanced concepts, of the C programming language as it applies to solving
engineering and scientific problems. Ideal for readers with no prior programming
experience, this text provides numerous sample problems and their solutions in
the areas of mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, heat transfer, fluid
mechanics, physics, chemistry, and more. It begins with a chapter focused on the
basic terminology relating to hardware, software, problem definition and solution.
From there readers are quickly brought into the key elements of C and will be
writing their own code upon completion of Chapter 2. Concepts are then
gradually built upon using a strong, structured approach with syntax and
semantics presented in an easy-to-understand sentence format. Readers will find
C Programming for Scientists and Engineers with Applications to be an engaging,
user-friendly introduction to this popular language.
Teach Your Students How to Program Well Intermediate C Programming
provides a stepping-stone for intermediate-level students to go from writing short
programs to writing real programs well. It shows students how to identify and
eliminate bugs, write clean code, share code with others, and use standard Linuxbased tools, such as ddd and valgrind. The text covers numerous concepts and
tools that will help your students write better programs. It enhances their
programming skills by explaining programming concepts and comparing common
mistakes with correct programs. It also discusses how to use debuggers and the
strategies for debugging as well as studies the connection between programming
and discrete mathematics.
This book focuses on systematic software design approach in C for applications
in engineering and science following the latest standard developed by the ANSI
C/ISO C Standard Committees called C99.
The authors provide clear examples and thorough explanations of every feature
in the C language. They teach C vis-a-vis the UNIX operating system. A
reference and tutorial to the C programming language. Annotation copyrighted by
Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
This text provides undergraduate engineering students with a systematic
treatment of both the theory and applications of mechanics of materials. With a
strong emphasis on basic concepts and techniques throughout, the text focuses
on analytical understanding of the subject by the students. An abundance of
worked-out examples, depicting realistic situations encountered in engineering
design, are aimed to develop skills for analysis and design of components. To
broaden the student’s capacity for adopting other forms of solving problems, a
few typical problems are presented in C programming language at the end of
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each chapter. The book is primarily suitable for a one-semester course for
B.E./B.Tech students and diploma-level students pursuing courses in civil
engineering, mechanical engineering and its related branches of engineering
profession such as production engineering, industrial engineering, automobile
engineering and aeronautical engineering. The book can also be used to
advantage by students of electrical engineering where an introductory course on
mechanics of materials is prescribed. KEY FEATURES ? Includes numerous
clear and easy-to-follow examples to illustrate the application of theory to
practical problems. ? Provides numerous end-of-chapter problems for study and
review. ? Gives summary at the end of each chapter to allow students to
recapitulate the topics. ? Includes C programs with quite a few C graphics to
encourage students to build up competencies in computer applications.
Like a pianist who practices from a book of études, readers of Programming
Projects in C for Students of Engineering, Science, and Mathematics will learn by
doing. Written as a tutorial on how to think about, organize, and implement
programs in scientific computing, this book achieves its goal through an eclectic
and wide-ranging collection of projects. Each project presents a problem and an
algorithm for solving it. The reader is guided through implementing the algorithm
in C and compiling and testing the results. It is not necessary to carry out the
projects in sequential order. The projects contain suggested algorithms and
partially completed programs for implementing them to enable the reader to
exercise and develop skills in scientific computing; require only a working
knowledge of undergraduate multivariable calculus, differential equations, and
linear algebra; and are written in platform-independent standard C; the Unix
command-line is used to illustrate compilation and execution.
This book is also available through the Introductory Engineering Custom
Publishing System. If you are interested in creating a course-pack that includes
chapters from this book, you can get further information by calling 212-850-6272
or sending email inquiries to engineerjwiley.com. A comprehensive guide to C,
the UNIX system language expected to be one of the dominant programming
languages for the remainder of the decade. Introduces C's statements and
commands, and shows how to write structured, portable programs. Emphasizes
C's business applications: efficient data structures, resusable system code, and
ability to interface with UNIX, the AT&T micro operating system. Numerous
exercises, self-tests, practical case studies, and actual business programs
included. Self-teaching format enables readers to learn and work at their own
pace. Some knowledge of programming required.
This book "Basics of C-Language Programming" has been carefully designed for
students of Electronics and communication engineering, Electronics and
Telecommunication engineering, Electronics and Instrumentation engineering,
Electrical and Electronics engineering and Computer Engineering.
This book presents introductory programming and software development concepts to
engineers using a disciplined approach. It provides numerous case studies and
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programming projects based on real-world examples from a wide range of engineering
disciplines, making the material relevant to what students will encounter in their
careers. The authors introduce implementations of basic numerical and statistical
methods commonly used by engineers. The book focuses on many aspects of software
engineering, establishing early the connection between good problem-solving skills and
effective software development. The five-phase software development method is
presented in Chapter 1 and applied in every subsequent Case Study throughout. C
Program Design for Engineers presents material in an order that meets the needs of a
beginning programmer, rather than by the structure of the C programming language.
For example, the coverage of pointers is simplified by discussing them over several
chapters, thus allowing the student to absorb the intricacies of pointer usage a little at a
time.This approach makes it possible to present fundamental concepts using traditional
high-level terminology-outputparameter, array, array subscript, string-and makes it
easier for students without prior assembly-language background to master the many
facets of pointer usage.
The aim of this book is to provide a rapid introduction to the C programming language.
In a computing world that is increasingly full of C++ and Object Oriented methods, C
still has an important role to play, particularly in the implementation of engineering and
scientific calculations. This book is biased towards those features of C that make it
useful for these types of application. This makes the book particularly relevant to
students on various engineering and scientific courses where the role of C
programming may range from being an important supportive topic to a core discipline.
Neither C nor any other programming language can be learned simply by reading about
it. Consequently, each chapter is further divided into 'key points', or more focused
sections that involve the reader in various programming activities guided by tutorial
questions. These are accompanied by tutorial problems at the end of each chapter that
aim to integrate the chapter topic into the wider framework of C programming and
technical applications. The two key features of this book are its focus on those aspects
of C that are of most general use, and presentation of these features in a way that is
particularly accessible by students on engineering and science based courses. The
pace of the book is quite rapid, covering a lot of C functionality in a relatively small
number of pages. This is achieved through concise but carefully thought-out
explanations of key points. This approach is a strong contrast to the majority of books
on C that typically run to several hundred pages and, consequently, require significant
commitment from the reader. This is especially important when C programming may
only be, perhaps, one of six subjects studied in a fifteen week semester.
To learn to program is to be initiated into an entirely new way of thinking about
engineering, mathematics, and the world in general. Computation is integral to all
modern engineering disciplines, so the better you are at programming, the better you
will be in your chosen field. The author departs radically from the typical presentation by
teaching concepts and techniques in a rigorous manner rather than listing how to use
libraries and functions. He presents pointers in the very first chapter as part of the
development of a computational model that facilitates an ab initio presentation of
subjects such as function calls, call-by-reference, arrays, the stack, and the heap. The
model also allows students to practice the essential skill of memory manipulation
throughout the entire course rather than just at the end. As a result, this textbook goes
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further than is typical for a one-semester course -- abstract data types and linked lists,
for example, are covered in depth. The computational model will also serve students in
their adventures with programming beyond the course: instead of falling back on rules,
they can think through the model to decide how a new programming concept fits with
what they already know. The book is appropriate for undergraduate students of
engineering and computer science, and graduate students of other disciplines. It
contains many exercises integrated into the main text, and the author has made the
source code available online.
C Programming Concepts: This book is specially written for Students who are new in
the Computer Engineering and Information technology and Programmers to gain
fundamentals knowledge about C programming language. Also every one with interest
in C Programming can refer this book to get the knowledge about Various features the
subject. It covers virtually most of High level language features and some of the
advanced features like Preprocessor, Structures, Unions, Pointers and File handling
etc... including more than hands on examples tested. Samples are presented in easy to
use way through Turbo C 3.0.
A complete textbook and reference for engineers to learn the fundamentals of computer
programming with modern C++ Introduction to Programming with C++ for Engineers is
an original presentation teaching the fundamentals of computer programming and
modern C++ to engineers and engineering students. Professor Cyganek, a highly
regarded expert in his field, walks users through basics of data structures and
algorithms with the help of a core subset of C++ and the Standard Library, progressing
to the object-oriented domain and advanced C++ features, computer arithmetic,
memory management and essentials of parallel programming, showing with real world
examples how to complete tasks. He also guides users through the software
development process, good programming practices, not shunning from explaining lowlevel features and the programming tools. Being a textbook, with the summarizing
tables and diagrams the book becomes a highly useful reference for C++ programmers
at all levels. Introduction to Programming with C++ for Engineers teaches how to
program by: Guiding users from simple techniques with modern C++ and the Standard
Library, to more advanced object-oriented design methods and language features
Providing meaningful examples that facilitate understanding of the programming
techniques and the C++ language constructions Fostering good programming practices
which create better professional programmers Minimizing text descriptions, opting
instead for comprehensive figures, tables, diagrams, and other explanatory material
Granting access to a complementary website that contains example code and useful
links to resources that further improve the reader’s coding ability Including test and
exam question for the reader’s review at the end of each chapter Engineering students,
students of other sciences who rely on computer programming, and professionals in
various fields will find this book invaluable when learning to program with C++.
The book “Computer Concepts and C Programming” is designed to help the
Engineering students of all Indian Universities. This book is written as per the new
syllabus of the Visveswaraiah Technological University, Belgaum, India and it satisfies
all the requirements of I/II semester students who aspire to learn the fundamentals of
computers and C Programming. C is a structured programming language. This is most
popular and a very powerful programming language. It is standardized and portable
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across multiple operating systems. C has been the most sought after programming
language for developing the system software such as device drivers, compilers, parts of
operating systems, interpreters for languages like Java, Prolog, etc. Among other
popular programming languages like C++, Java and C#, C retained its position in
software development activities. This book provides more than 100 example programs.
All these programs are executed and tested on Borland C++ compiler and with the vi
editor on UNIX. All the laboratory assignments are provided in Appendix–A. There are
150 multiple choice questions given for the readers to test their knowledge of C
language.
This book provides a hands-on introductory course on concepts of C programming
using a PIC® microcontroller and CCS C compiler. Through a project-based approach,
this book provides an easy to understand method of learning the correct and efficient
practices to program a PIC® microcontroller in C language. Principles of C
programming are introduced gradually, building on skill sets and knowledge. Early
chapters emphasize the understanding of C language through experience and
exercises, while the latter half of the book covers the PIC® microcontroller, its
peripherals, and how to use those peripherals from within C in great detail. This book
demonstrates the programming methodology and tools used by most professionals in
embedded design, and will enable you to apply your knowledge and programming skills
for any real-life application. Providing a step-by-step guide to the subject matter, this
book will encourage you to alter, expand, and customize code for use in your own
projects. A complete introduction to C programming using PIC microcontrollers, with a
focus on real-world applications, programming methodology and tools Each chapter
includes C code project examples, tables, graphs, charts, references, photographs,
schematic diagrams, flow charts and compiler compatibility notes to channel your
knowledge into real-world examples Online materials include presentation slides,
extended tests, exercises, quizzes and answers, real-world case studies, videos and
weblinks
Makes Numerical Programming More Accessible to a Wider Audience Bearing in mind
the evolution of modern programming, most specifically emergent programming
languages that reflect modern practice, Numerical Programming: A Practical Guide for
Scientists and Engineers Using Python and C/C++ utilizes the author’s many years of
practical research and teaching experience to offer a systematic approach to relevant
programming concepts. Adopting a practical, broad appeal, this user-friendly book
offers guidance to anyone interested in using numerical programming to solve science
and engineering problems. Emphasizing methods generally used in physics and
engineering—from elementary methods to complex algorithms—it gradually incorporates
algorithmic elements with increasing complexity. Develop a Combination of Theoretical
Knowledge, Efficient Analysis Skills, and Code Design Know-How The book
encourages algorithmic thinking, which is essential to numerical analysis. Establishing
the fundamental numerical methods, application numerical behavior and graphical
output needed to foster algorithmic reasoning, coding dexterity, and a scientific
programming style, it enables readers to successfully navigate relevant algorithms,
understand coding design, and develop efficient programming skills. The book
incorporates real code, and includes examples and problem sets to assist in hands-on
learning. Begins with an overview on approximate numbers and programming in Python
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and C/C++, followed by discussion of basic sorting and indexing methods, as well as
portable graphic functionality Contains methods for function evaluation, solving
algebraic and transcendental equations, systems of linear algebraic equations, ordinary
differential equations, and eigenvalue problems Addresses approximation of tabulated
functions, regression, integration of one- and multi-dimensional functions by classical
and Gaussian quadratures, Monte Carlo integration techniques, generation of random
variables, discretization methods for ordinary and partial differential equations, and
stability analysis This text introduces platform-independent numerical programming
using Python and C/C++, and appeals to advanced undergraduate and graduate
students in natural sciences and engineering, researchers involved in scientific
computing, and engineers carrying out applicative calculations.
This text teaches the essentials of C programming, concentrating on what readers need
to know in order to produce stand-alone programs and so solve typical scientific and
engineering problems. It is a learning-by-doing book, with many examples and
exercises, and lays a foundation of scientific programming concepts and techniques
that will prove valuable for those who might eventually move on to another language.
Written for undergraduates who are familiar with computers and typical applications but
are new to programming.
A 1998 beginner's guide to problem solving with computers - both a text for introductorylevel engineering undergraduates and a self-study guide for practising engineers.
Software -- Programming Languages.
Introduces the features of the C programming language, discusses data types,
variables, operators, control flow, functions, pointers, arrays, and structures, and looks
at the UNIX system interface
The author starts with the premise that C is an excellent language for software
engineering projects. The book con- centrates on programming style,particularly
readability, maintainability, and portability. Documents the proposed ANSI Standard,
which is expected to be ratified in 1987. This book is designed as a text for both
beginner and inter- mediate-level programmers.
For Freshman or Introductory courses in Engineering and Computer Science. ESource
Prentice Hall's Engineering Source provides a complete, flexible introductory
engineering and computing program. Featuring over 15 modules and growing, ESource
allows professors to fully customize their textbooks through the ESource website.
Professors are not only able to pick and choose modules, but also sections of modules,
incorporate their own materials, and re-paginate and re-index the complete project.
http://emissary.prenhall.com/esource or http://www.prenhall.com/esource
The book is designed to help the first year engineering students in building their
concepts in the course on Programming for Problem Solving. It introduces the subject
in a simple and lucid manner for a better understanding. It adopts a student friendly
approach to the subject matter with many solved examples and unsolved questions,
illustrations and well-structured C programs.
Master the C code appropriate for numerical methods and computational modeling,
including syntax, loops, subroutines, and files. Then, this hands-on book dives into
financial applications using regression models, product moment correlation coefficients,
and asset pricing. Next, Practical Numerical C Programming covers applications for
engineering/business such as supermarket stock reordering simulation as well as flight
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information boards at airports and controlling a power plant. Finally, the book concludes
with some physics including building simulation models for energy and pendulum
motion. Along the way, you’ll learn center-of-mass calculations, Brownian motion, and
more. After reading and using this book, you'll come away with pragmatic case studies
of actual applications using C code at work. Source code is freely available and
includes the latest C20 standard release. What You Will Learn Apply regression
techniques to find the pattern for depreciation of the value of cars over a period of years
Work with the product moment correlation coefficient technique to illustrate the
accuracy (or otherwise) of regression techniques Use the past stock values of an asset
to predict what its future values may be using Monte Carlo methods Simulate the
buying of supermarket stock by shoppers and check the remaining stock: if it is too low
print a message to reorder the stock Create a file of arrivals for an airport and send
data to the airport’s display boards to show the current situation for the incoming flights
Simulate the patterns of particles moving in gases or solids Who This Book Is For
Programmers and computational modelers with at least some prior experience with
programming in C as well as programming in general.

A highly readable text designed for beginning and intermediate C programmers.
While focusing on the programming language, the book emphasises stylistic
issues and software engineering principles so as to develop programs that are
readable, maintainable, portable, and efficient. The software engineering
techniques discussed throughout the text are illustrated in a C interpreter, whose
source listing is provided on diskette, and highlighted "bug alerts" offer tips on the
common errors made by novice programmers. Can be used as the primary
course textbook or as the main reference by programmers intent on learning C.
This book is aimed at those in engineering/scientific fields who have never
learned programming before but are eager to master the C language quickly so
as to immediately apply it to problem solving in numerical analysis. The book
skips unnecessary formality but explains all the important aspects of C essential
for numerical analysis. Topics covered in numerical analysis include single and
simultaneous equations, differential equations, numerical integration, and
simulations by random numbers. In the Appendices, quick tutorials for gnuplot,
Octave/MATLAB, and FORTRAN for C users are provided.
This book tells the story of an epic day in a beautifully illustrated picture bookand it's written in the C programming language! You will learn fundamental
programming concepts as you read about real life situations described with code.
Designed for chemical engineering students and industry professionals, this book
shows how to write reusable computer programs. Written in the three languages
(C, C++, and MATLAB), it is accompanied by a CD-ROM featuring source code,
executables, figures, and simulations. It also explains each program in detail.
C source code, algorithms and applications for a wide range of valuable scientific
and engineering mathematical functions. Each function is discussed in detail with
algorithms, applications, and key referneces. Includes a separate 3 1/2" disk.
Developed from the author's many years of teaching computing courses,
Programming in C++ for Engineering and Science guides students in designing
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programs to solve real problems encountered in engineering and scientific
applications. These problems include radioactive decay, pollution indexes, digital
circuits, differential equations, Internet addr
This book describes the C programming language and software engineering prin
ciples of program construction. The book is intended primarily as a textbook for
beginning and intermediate C programmers. It does not assume previous knowl
edge of C, nor of any high-level language, though it does assume that the reader
has some familiarity with computers. While not essential, knowledge of another
programming language will certainly help in mastering C. Although the subject
matter of this book is the C language, the emphasis is on software engineeringmaking programs readable, maintainable, portable, and efficient. One of our main
goals is to impress upon readers that there is a huge difference between
programs that merely work, and programs that are well engi neered, just as there
is a huge difference between a log thrown over a river and a well-engineered
bridge. The book is organized linearly so that each chapter builds on information
provided in the previous chapters. Consequently, the book will be most effective
if chapters are read sequentially. Readers with some experience in C, however,
may find it more useful to consult the table of contents and index to find sections
of particular interest.
C programming is taught as the primary computer language in almost every
university and its affiliated colleges. as it acts as a building block to learn other
high-level languages. This book can act as a textbook or a supplementary book
that helps the learner understand the subject in greater detail. It can also be used
by professionals.
How do you select the right programming language for the right job? Austin and
Chancogne provide students with a collection of four tutorials that cover concepts
in modern engineering computations, and engineering programming in Ansi C,
Matlab Version 5, and Java 1.1. The text gives practical guidance on selecting
the best programming language for a project through a large number of working
examples. With the help of these examples, students will learn how to design,
write, and execute engineering programs using these programming languages.
By incorporating Ansi C, Matlab, and Java into one text, students will quickly
learn the strengths and weaknesses of each language. They'll do this with the
help of the 56 case study programs and 115 programming exercises integrated
throughout the book. A small suite of basic engineering problems is also
implemented in each of the three programming languages. The four tutorials
featured in the book include: * Modern Engineering Computations - covers
hardware components in a simple computer, operating systems, networks
(including the Internet and World Wide Web), and an overview of programming
languages. * C Tutorial - teaches students how to write multi-function C
programs. Topics include basic data types, operators and expressions, program
control, functions, dynamic memory allocation, and input/output. * Matlab - shows
students how to solve simple matrix programs with simple graphics. This tutorial
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also demonstrates how MATLAB programs can be much shorter than equivalent
implementations in C or Java. * Java - explains how Java got started, about
object-oriented program design, and how to write Java programs with platformindependent graphical user interfaces that can operate across the Internet.
If you think "Modern" and "C" don't belong in the same sentence, think again. The
C standards committee actively reviews and extends the language, with updated
published C standards as recently as 2018. In Modern C, author Jens Gustedt
teaches you the skills and features you need to write relevant programs in this
tried-and-true language, including Linux and Windows, device drivers, web
servers and browsers, smartphones, and much more! Modern C teaches you to
take your C programming skills to new heights, whether you're just starting out
with C or have more extensive experience. Organized by level, this
comprehensive guide lets you jump in where it suits you best while still reaping
the maximum benefits. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF,
Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.
Unlike many C programming books written by C programmers, this brief, selfteaching introduction was written by an instructor familiar with the needs of
students. The book defines key programming terms as it teaches the basics of C
programming. It contains numerous real world programming examples showing
first the algorithm, immediately followed by the program for the algorithm, and
then its output. End of chapter exercises with “hints” help to review and master
the material under discussion. An appendix with fifteen “C Lab projects” with
their solutions is also included. Features: * Defines key programming terms as it
teaches the C programming language * Covers major topics such as arrays and
pointers, structures and unions, file handling, and more * Includes numerous real
world programming examples showing first the algorithm, followed by the
program itself, then the desired output
For more than a decade, hundreds of thousands of students have acquired
excellent programming skills by using Problem Solving and Program Design in C
to learn programming fundamentals and the C programming language. This book
remains a best-selling introductory programming text for beginners using the C
programming language because it provides a structured approach to solving
problems. To enhance students' learning experience, the book offers the right
number and kind of pedagogical features, including end-of-section and end-ofchapter exercises, examples and case studies, syntax and program style display
boxes, error discussions, and end-of-chapter projects. Book jacket.
This book was developed to address the difficulty beginning students often find
reading computer language texts. Tan and D'Orazio aim to make the process of
learning a first language easier and fun, by involving readers in their text, holding
their interest, and getting them to think about the meaning and uses of C code.
The authors accomplish this goal by using a question and answer style, where
the reader's thought processes are stimulated by the same questions about code
that students themselves often ask. Tan and D'Orazio answer these questions
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clearly and directly, focusing the reader's attention on the important issues of C
programming.
This book provides a detailed and thorough presentation of the principles and
applications of C programming. This book contains a wide range of engineering
and computing examples highlighting all the features that C provides which other
languages do not possess.
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